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35. the portable device according to claim 14, wherein the data transfer bus is integrated on the same chip as the cpu, whereby data transferred from the image sensor interface to the multi-core processor is performed entirely within the one-chip microcontroller. 37. the portable
device according to claim 14, wherein the one-chip microcontroller further comprises a data transfer bus for transferring the image data from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor, whereby data transferred from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor is
performed entirely within the one-chip microcontroller. 38. the portable device according to claim 34, wherein the one-chip microcontroller further comprises a data transfer bus for transferring the image data from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor, whereby data
transferred from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor is performed entirely within the one-chip microcontroller. 39. the portable device according to claim 34, wherein the one-chip microcontroller further comprises a data transfer bus for transferring the image data from
the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor, whereby data transferred from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor is performed entirely within the one-chip microcontroller. 47. the portable device according to claim 34, wherein the one-chip microcontroller further
comprises a data transfer bus for transferring the image data from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor, whereby data transferred from the multi-core processor to the multi-core processor is performed entirely within the one-chip microcontroller.

Artcam Pro 2012 Portable

according to an aspect of the disclosure, a portable handheld device includes a cpu for processing a script; a multi-core processor for processing an image, and a dram for storing image data. the cpu and the multi-core processor are integrated on one chip and share a data cache
provided on the same chip. the dram is provided external to the chip. the portable handheld device further comprises a dram interface for receiving and sending data to the dram, the dram interface being provided on the same chip and sharing the data cache with the cpu and the multi-

core processor. the new artcam 2017 r2 software from delcam is now available for general release with the following key features: improved 3d printing; quicker assembly of designs; faster machining simulation; group relief layers; more live 3d modeling; interactively blend relief
clipart; improved relief machining; fillets for corner machining; and help creating vectors. watch the video at bit.ly/1huhqw9. according to an aspect of the disclosure, a portable handheld device includes a cpu for processing a script; a multi-core processor for processing an image, and a
dram for storing image data. the cpu and the multi-core processor are integrated on one chip and share a data cache provided on the same chip. the dram is provided external to the chip. on september 10, delcam announced the release of artcam 2015 r2 for general release with the

following key features: enhanced 3d printing; quicker assembly of designs; faster machining simulation; group relief layers; more live 3d modeling; interactively blend relief clipart; improved relief machining; fillets for corner machining; and help creating vectors. watch the video at
bit.ly/1huhqw9. 5ec8ef588b
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